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(Guitar Recorded Versions). Guitar tab for: Dawn Patrol * Five Magics * Hangar 18 * Holy

Wars...The Punishment Due * Lucretia * Poison Was the Cure * Rust in Peace...Polaris * Take No

Prisoners * Tornado of Souls.
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I almost didn't get this book because of the other reviews. I got it anyhow cause Megadeth's the

s***.I just got it a a couple days ago. I've only gone through the first song.(I've got other things that

need practicing.) However, it appears that a number of other reviews were written in haste as

well.There are some inaccuracies, it is true. HOWEVER, they are minor. The one I remember

seeing in Holy Wars, was a spot where it suggested playing 12 on low E, when I as the player know

that it would be more effiecient and easier for that note to be played at 7 on A.I imagine I'll find more

errors throughout the book, but I also think I'll be able to correct them based on the given education

from surrounding riffs and my own skill. Hopefully, if you're buying this to actually learn or learn from

the songs, you're at a skill level to do the same.Good buy. Inaccuracies, but very helpful.

Great book. Very accurate tab.

the book was a bit worn out but none the less it was completely readable which is what matters

most! One hell of an album to play! A must for any metal head guitarist looking to try out his skills to



an intermediate level.

Killer tab book. Has a few mistakes in it but you can't expect everything to be perfect.

The rhythm parts seem to be accurate but The solos are poorly transcribed. The notes are accurate

but it would be nearly impossible to play it this way.

These scores are largely correct, but the unscrupulous publishers at Hal Leonard left this book

riddled with stupid measures. ...like how they omitted an entire measure in Hangar 18 in the intro.

...and where there's one there are likely more even if I haven't found them yet. This is still far more

accurate than internet tabs so I can recommend it to the musician who is willing to listen to the

album and adjust accordingly if not play it your own way to boot.

Pretty accurate. Good stuff. Great to relearn old songs and build up these old fingers.

Seems to be some errors in the transcriptions but overall a good product
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